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Summary
This document describes the procedure for downloading stored data from a Unihedron
SQM-LU-DL to a laptop or desktop computer and submitting the data file to IDA Oregon. The
procedure, performed at 3-month intervals, incudes replacing batteries. The document is
divided into these sections:
A. Preparations
B. Data Download
C. Data Submission
D. Battery Replacement
E. Finish
A. Preparations
1. Remove the SQM from its weatherproof housing.
2. Connect the SQM via USB cable to the computer (desktop or laptop).
a. Disconnect the battery pack from the SQM.
b. Connect the USB cable to the SQM.
c. Connect the USB cable to the computer. (Red light on SQM will light briefly
upon connection).
3. Create a folder on the computer hard drive to receive data, if one does not already
exist.

B. Data Download

1. Launch the Unihedron Device Manager (UDM) application.
a. The current version of UDM (Widows, Mac OS, or Linux version) can be
downloaded from the Unihedron website at:
http://unihedron.com/projects/darksky/cd/
2. The UDM main window will display (Figure 1) and UDM will recognize and connect
to the SQM automatically. Press the Find button (1) if UDM fails to connect with the
SQM automatically.
a. The Information tab (2) is selected by default upon launch.
b. USB connection is selected by default upon launch, with USB port details
listed below the connection type selection bar (3).
c. The current measurement is displayed in the Measurement box (4).
d. SQM device details are displayed in the Version box (5).
e. The last reading details are displayed in the Reading box (6).
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Figure 1: Unihedron Device Manager (UDM) main window. If SQM connection is successful,
USB/serial connection details will be displayed at the top of the screen, the current brightness
reading will be displayed in bold in the Measurement box. SQM firmware version and current
measurement details will be displayed in the Version and Reading boxes respectively.

3. Check Header Information -- Click Header button (7) to open the Datalogging
Header window(Figure 2)
a. Verify header entries are correct (see SQM-LU-DL Setup & Installation
Procedure document for details).
b. Correct any erroneous or missing entries discovered.
c.

Click Close (1) to close the Datalogging Header window (Figure 2) and
return to the UDM main window (Figure 1).
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Figure 2: UDM Datalogging Header window. Verify, and update or correct if necessary, header
information.

4. Check directories -- In the UDM main menu, select View | Directories (in the
application main menu barat the top of the screen on Mac OS) to open the
Directories window (Figure 3).
a. In Logs Directory Path, click the folder icon (1) to open the operating
system’s file browser (Figure 4).
b. Verify that the desired data directory is selected, if not, browse to and select,
or create the desired data directory to be used during data download.
c. Click Close (2) to close the Directories window (Figure 3).
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Figure 3 UDM Directories window. Under Logs Directory Path, verify the desired destination folder
for retrieved data file is correct. Click the folder icon to open the operating system’s file browser and
select the desired folder if necessary.

Figure 4: Operating system’s file browser window (in this example, Mac OSX Finder). Select desired
folder in which retrieved data will be saved.
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5. Retrieve data from the SQM -- In the UDM main window (Figure 1), select the
Data Logging tab (8) to display the data logging controls (Figure 5).
a. Click Retrieve (1) to open the DL Retrieve window (Figure 6).
b. Note the path displayed under File directory (1). Verify that the path
displayed points to the desired data folder. If incorrect, click the folder icon
(2) to open the file browser and browse to and select the desired folder.
c. To retrieve all stored data, click Retrieve All (3), this will start the process of
retrieving all data on the device and outputting to a data file stored in the
selected data folder. Retrieved record count (1) will be displayed during the
process (Figure 7).
d. When data retrieval is complete, the number of records retrieved, the path
to the data file, and the time elapsed during the process will be displayed
(Figure 8).
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Figure 5: UDM main window with the Data Logging tab selected. Under Storage, click the Retrieve
button to open the DL Retrieve window.
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Figure 6: UDM DL Retrieve window. Verify that the desired output file directory is selected. Clicking
Header displays the data file header. Clicking Retrieve All retrieves all data stored on the device and
saves the data file to the selected folder in ASCII format (recommended). Clicking Ret. All (bin) also
retrieves an ASCII file, and does it more quickly, but does not provide the option to “Retrieve Range.”
Retrieve Range is used to download a subset of the data from the SQM, for example, only the most
recent records. You have to know which record numbers you want to download to use the Retrieve
Range option.
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Figure 7: DL Retrieve window during data retrieval displays the current record being retrieved and
the total number of records to be retrieved.
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Figure 8: DL Retrieve window after data retrieval is complete displays the number of records
retrieved, the data file path, and the time elapsed during data file retrieval.

6.

Check that data was retrieved OK -- Inspect a graph of the retrieved data to verify
successful retrieval.
a. Click the Plotter button (1) in the DL Retrieve window (Figure 8) to open the
Plotter window (Figure 9).
b. In the Plotter files selection panel (Figure 10) click the file folder icon (1) to
open the file browser and browse to the file folder in which the retrieved
data was saved, if the correct folder is not already selected.
c. Scroll down the file list and select the data file just created by the data
retrieval process (2).
d. Under File Selection Mode, Single should be selected (3).
e. Under Position (4), the coordinates, region and time zone are displayed
(read from the data file header). Note: If these fields are blank, the
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corresponding fields in the data file header are empty, a consequence of
failure to enter location data correctly when the SQM was set up. In this
case, no data will be displayed in the plot because the time scale starts
way in the past. The data is nevertheless present, just crammed into the
right side of the plot. The data can still be displayed. See instructions
below on plot zooming.
f. Under Settings (Figure 11), select Plot number (1), select Continuous line
(2), select Grid, Darkness, Sun and Moon under Display (3), select the
twilight marker lines for sunset, civil, nautical, and astronomical twilight
under Twilight lines (4), and set time to Local (5). Click Replot (6) to update
the plot.
g. Zoom in on a selected portion of the plot by clicking and dragging a selection
box. Click and drag from upper left to lower right for zoom to work correctly
(Figure 12).

Figure 9: Plotter window displaying a graph of retrieved data. Select the desired folder and specific data
file in the file selection pane in the upper left corner of the window.
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Figure 10: Plotter files selection panel.
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Figure 11: Plot settings are selected in the Settings pane in the lower left corner of the Plotter window.
The selections illustrated are suggested as a starting point. Darkness is the red plot of zenith sky
brightness measurements, with values in magnitudes per square arc-second (MPSAS) shown on the lefthand scale. Sun and Moon elevation plots can also be displayed, with values in degrees shown on the
right-hand scale. Date and time values are shown on the bottom horizontal scale. Vertical reference lines
mark the times of sunrise/sunset, and end of civil dusk/dawn, nautical dusk/dawn, and astronomical
dusk/dawn each day.

Figure 12: Zoom in on a portion of the plot by clicking and dragging a rectangle, from upper left corner to
lower right corner to select the desired region. Each day, sky brightness decreases rapidly through the
three stages of dusk (civil, nautical, and astronomical), and rises rapidly through the three stages of
dawn (astronomical, nautical, and civil) until sunrise. On clear, moonless nights sky brightness will
remain fairly constant from the end of astronomical dusk through the start of astronomical dawn. On
cloudy nights sky brightness will vary with the passage of clouds overhead. Depending on the phase of
the moon and timing of moonrise and moonset, sky brightness will vary considerably with moon phase
and changing moon elevation angle.

7. Clear SQM memory? -- If your inspection of the data on your computer hard drive shows a
successful retrieval of all the data, as evidence by the plots as shown above, you can erase
the data from the SQM memory. See “Erase All” on Figure 5.
Data is erased to simplify subsequent downloads of data – the next time you only need to
download all the data in the SQM. If you don’t erase SQM memory after each download,
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you will either have to keep track of which records to download each time, and use the
“Retrieve Range” option, or always download all of the data.

Downloading all of the data becomes more time-consuming after each 3-month period
because more and more data need to be downloaded.

On the other hand, you can minimize the download time by choosing the “Retrieve All
(bin)” option (Figure 6) if you prefer to not delete the data from the SQM, in which case the
SQM acts as a backup storage system. The SQM memory can hold years of data when
recorded at our 5-minute sampling interval.
C. Data Submission
Simply send the retrieved data file as an email attachment to IDA Oregon board chairman
Bill Kowalik, at bill.kowalik@darksky.org. Include in the subject line something like “SQM
data from…” and include the name of your location.
D. Battery Replacement
While the battery pack is disconnected from the SQM during data retrieval, remove the old
batteries and replace with six new AA alkaline batteries, taking care to insert the batteries
in the correct polarity. We have found Duracell AA “Coppertop” batteries to reliably power
an SQM-LU-DL for well over three months, in fact past four months. To be on the safe side,
and minimize the risk of data loss resulting from battery failure, we replace batteries after
three months during each quarterly data retrieval.
E. Finish
After installing new batteries in the battery pack:
1. Close Unihedron Device Manager application.
2. Disconnect the SQM from the USB cable that connected the SQM to your computer.
3. Connect the battery pack to the SQM.
4. Reinstall the SQM in its weatherproof housing.
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